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»Poliza has taken wildlife and landscape 
photography to a new level.«

[Cape Times, 09/2006, AFRICA]

»...might change the way you think about photography!«
[The New York Times, 12/2006, AFRICA]

»The most impressive collection of African 
wildlife photography we have come across.«

[Wanderlust magazine, UK,  10/2006, AFRICA]

»The best book of African wildlife 
photography ever published (...)«

[Msafiri Magazine, Kenyan Airways, 10/2006, AFRICA]

»Michael Poliza takes extreme photography to the extremes.«
[British Journal of Photography, Cover Story, 08/2009, ANTARCTIC]

»Voted to be part of 'The Best Coffee-Table Books of 2006'«
[Good Morning America, ABC-TV, 12/2006, AFRICA]

»If a book could take your breath away, this is the one.«
[Daily Express, UK, 08/2006, AFRICA]
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»The shots are breath-taking and very inspirational.«
[Photography Monthly, UK, 09/2006, AFRICA]

»Full of magnificent, brilliantly observed vignettes,
each one captured with the timing of a master.«
[Travel Africa Magazine, UK & SA, Summer 2006, AFRICA]

»..this really surpasses anything that has 
passed through my hands!«

[Wilderness Safaris, Russel Friedman, AFRICA]

»A masterpiece of evocation, poetic in its
vision, strident in its essence.«

[Good Book Guide, UK, 11/2009, ANTARCTIC]

»Patience, perfection and passion are the three
distinctive traits for attaining excellence.«

[ZOOM on Africa, 07/2010, SOUTH AFRICA]

»Michael Poliza photographs natural vistas
in the most spectacular way. His precise, graphic
style combined with a superb eye for a story has

launched him into the highest echelon of wildlife photography.«
[Digital SLR Photography, 01/2010, ANTARCTIC]

»A coffee table must!«
[Read, 08/2010, ANTARCTIC]
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»A stunning photographic overview.«
[City Press by Gail Smith, 06/2009, SOUTH AFRICA]
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»Each picture is a true visual treat.«
[Laurence Howell, Senior Account Manager 

at Amazon,  2009, ANTARCTIC]

»Eye-Candy.«
[www.timeout.com/London, 06/2010, SOUTH AFRICA]

»...evokes the smells, heat and drama of 
Africa’s wildlife and wild places.«

[Africa Geographic, 11/2006, AFRICA]

»The pictures are truly captivating!«
[Leica Fotografie International, 07/2010, SOUTH AFRICA]
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